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SUMMA R Y -:-
The process by which a wing or rotor blade lip vortex is generated has been studied"'."

in a water tunnel using dye and hydrogen bubble flow ,risualisation techniques. In particular, '""-
the effects of the shape of the lateral lip edge on vortex formation have been examined. ? ;

Three edge shapes were tested-a square tip, a square tip with rounded fairing, and a square "-

.. ~tip with bevelled fairing. The square tip was found to have the most complicated v'ortex"'•
: ~system, with vortices forming on the tip edge face as well as above the wing. The observed :'

,.0 flow features were generally similar to those proposed in the literature on the basis of "
• "" pressure measurements, velocity measurements and surfaceflow visualisation in wind tunnels ".

and on whirl towers. The vortex systems for the rounded and bevelled tips were less compli-
cated. The shape of the tip edge has a significant effect on the structure of the tip vortex '
system, and may thus influence the tip loading characteristics. Verification of this would re-

quire further testing. 'r

'a. 4

POSTAL ADDRESS: Director, Aeronautical Research Laboratories, nti
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A FLOW VISUALISATION STUDY OF
TIP VORTEX FORMATION

I. INTRODUCTION

At the tip of a lifting wing or rotor blade, flow separation occurs, leading to the formation OI
of a vortex system above the rear upper tip surface. The resulting region of reduced pressure
on the tip surface generates greater lift at the tip than would otherwise occur. The vortex also

, causes the centre of pressure to move aft. with a consequent increase in drag and nose-down
pitching moment.' These effects are particularly important for helicopter rotor blade , the tips

10 of which operate at high dynamic pressure. The situation is further complicated by the variation
-* with blade azimuth angle of the vortex position over the blade tip, resulting in the application

of fluctuating loads to the rotor control system.'

Tip vortices also play an important part in the generation of helicopter and fixed wing j
aircraft noise. The local separated flow at a rotor blade tip is a source of high frequency broad-

-' band noise,2 and the downstream interaction between a blade tip vortex and a following blade
is a source of the blade slap component of helicopter noise.3 The vortex flow round the side
edges of flaps generates airframe noise from fixed wing aircraft,4 and the interaction between
a propeller blade tip vortex and the airframe of a propeller-driven aircraft is a source of cabin
noise.5 In marine applications, tip vortex flow is important in relation to the occurrence of
cavitation at the tips of hydrofoils.6

Tip vortices are also significant with respect to flight safety, as the vortex wake trailed by
an aircraft, particularly a large wide-bodied commercial aircraft, can pose a considerable hazard WI
to following aircraft.7

Thus a detailed knowledge of the mechanisms by which vorticity is shed at, and transported
round, the tip of a lifting blade or wing is important in many applications.

Wind tunnel studies of tip flows around fixed models have included the use of smoke,-"
helium bubble,9 and surface flow8 .10 visualisation techniques, measurements of surface pressure
distributions, " 0 ,11 and mapping of the tip velocity field using hot wire anemometry. . ' in ".

wind tunnel tests of complete rotor models, smoke' and surface flow'0.12 visualisation techniques
have been used, tip surface pressure distributions have been measured,i 3 and velocity fields
mapped using laser Doppler velocimetry.' 4 Surface flow' and smoke15 visualisation techniques

ai have also been used on full-scale rotors.
Limited tip surface pressure distributions have been measured on aircraft wings in flight."'

Hoerner' 7 has assembled some results on the effects of tip shape on the effective aspect ratio
and induced drag of fixed wing aircraft.

Maskew 18 has developed a theoretical model of the tip vortex formation process, in which a
knowledge of the position of the flow separation lines at the tip is important. ..

Surface pressure distributions and surface flow visualisation can provide only indirect
information on possible flow patterns away from the surface. Smoke patterns can provide
additional information, but not necessarily in fine detail. The use of hot-wire or laser Doppler "M
anemometry to map a flowfield is time consuming and requires extensive instrumentation.
As an alternative to the above techniques, flow visualisation in water provides a convenient %
method for studying tip flow patterns using simple equipment. -,*-,

The object of the tests described here was to use flow %isualisation techniques to examine
the process of tip vortex formation at a square wing tip, and to study the effects of adding two -17

simple fairings, one rounded and one bevelled, to the square tip. Earlier workio had indicated
that the tip edge shape had a significant effect on the downstream development of the vortex.% The majority of tests were conducted in a water tunnel using fluorescent dyes for flow visuali-

sation. Some additional tests made use of the hydrogen bubble visualisation technique.

It'I .% .



2. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND TECHNIQUES

2.1 Models

The wing model used for the tests consisted of two components-a basic wing mounted
on a reflection plate on a turntable, and an interchangeable tip section. The outline shapes
of the model components are shown in Fig. 1. The basic wing had a chord of 254 mm, a semispan
of 76 mm, and a NACA 0012 section. With a tip fitted the complete model semispan was 127 mm.
The wing and tips were made from fibreglass, with aluminium alloy ribs.

The square tip had a flat edge face, normal to the spanwise axis. The edge shape of the
rounded tip was formed by rotation of the aerofoil section about its chord line. The bevelled tip
had the same planform as the rounded tip, but its edge had a triangular cross-section, giving a
lateral edge angle of 90.

Three spanwise bulkheads divided each hollow tip into four compartments. The original
intent was to supply dye to each compartment through a tube in the basic wing. It was hoped
that this arrangement would allow the injection of dye at any point on the tip surface simply by
drilling through the model skin into one or other of the internal compartments. However,
initial tests showed that this system did not allow adequate control of the dye flow through
individual holes, and so a system of individual dye tappings, each independently connected via
its own control valve to the dye supply, was adopted. This system, although necessitating model
disassembly to change dye hole positions, did provide satisfactory dye flow control.

2.2 Test Facilities

The water tunnel, which has been described in detail elsewhere, 20 has a vertical working
section 250 mm square and 750 mm long through which water flows downwards. The complete
wing model on its reflection plate was mounted on a turntable in the rear wall of the tunnel.
The mounting system allowed incidence to be varied over a range of ±20.

2.3 Experimental Techniques

For most of the water tunnel tests, fluorescein sodium dye was used for flow visualisation.
Illumination was provided by pairs of 20 watt "black light" fluorescent tubes mounted on either
side of, or in front of the working section, depending on particular photographic requirements.
Dye was injected through appropriate tappings in the wing surface to suit the particular flow
feature under investigation. The majority of photographs were either plan views or end views
of the model. A limited number of crossflow plane photographs were taken using a sheet of
light from a slide projector or, for later tests, from a 75 mW argon ion laser. The sheet of light
was arranged to shine through the dye pattern in a plane normal to the freestream direction.
The dye patterns in the crossflow plane were photographed by means of a mirror downstream
of the model, at an angle of 450 to the flow direction.

For the square tip, a number of crossflow photographs were taken using the hydrogen bubble
flow visualisation technique. For these tests a chordwise electrode of fine wire (0.075 mm dia.)
was cemented to the undersurface of the wing, just inboard of the tip edge. The bubbles shed
by this wire were entrained into the tip flow, and were illuminated by a sheet of light from the ." -

argon laser.
Photographs were taken on either FP4 (125 ASA) or HP5 (400 ASA) monochrome film

using a Hasselblad 500 EL camera. A Wratten 2E filter was used to eliminate stray ultraviolet
radiation from the blacklight tubes.

Flow patterns were photographed at incidence angles of 4, 8, 12 and 16^, and at a flow
velocity of 100 mm/s, corresponding to a Reynolds number of 22 000 based on wing chord.
Some additional photographs were taken at a velocity of 50 mm/s (Reynolds number = I I 000). 6"

The positions of vortex cores and other flow features were measured from enlarged negative ,- '
images and the results plotted graphically. The axes used for plotting the results are shown in
Fig. 2. Each set of axes has its origin at the point of intersection of the wing leading edge and the ." -,
chord line at the outboard end of the constant-section part of each model. The positive x direction

2 - 4a'-



is aft along the chord line, the positive y direction is inboard along the leading edge, and the
positive z direction is upwards normal to the chord line. Thus the positions of all flow features
are plotted relative to the basic square tip, and the effects of adding fairings outboard of the . axis
can be readily observed.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Square Tip

The most prominent feature of the frot about the square tip is the vortex %hich forms abose
the rear part of the tip upper surface, just inboard of the tip edge. This vortex, which will be

-. ,. referred to as the main tip vortex, originates from a region on the forward upper surface of the
tip and moves inboard and upwards as it moves towards the trailing edge. The vortex position
varies with incidence, as shown in the sequence of photographs in Fig. 3(a) (side views) and
Fig. 3(b) (plan views). The vortex positions are plotted in graphical form in Figs 4(a) and 4(h).
(Note that the vertical scale has been enlarged for clarity.)

From the graphs for Fig. 4, it appears that the point of origin of the main tip vortex moves
forward with increasing incidence, from approximately 35-40% chord at O - 4 to 10 15",,
chord at o = 16-. Fluid entering the main tip vortex core from the wing lower surface reaches
the core partly across the forward region of the tip edge face and partly round the outboard part

of the leading edge. Ahead of the point of origin of the tip vortex, the flow on the upper surface
close to the tip edge is moving inboard. Downstream of the vortex origin the surface flow turns
outboard, under the influence of the vortex.

Atm = 4, the main tip vortex core remains fairly straight back to the vicinity of the trailing
edge, where it curves slightly to align with the freestream. With increasing incidence, the core

develops kinks towards the trailing edge of the wing. The point at which the kinks begin to form
moves forward with increasing incidence and at a = 16' has reached approximately the 70",,
chord position (Fig. 3(a)).

,-. 4* On the wing upper surface beneath the main tip vortex, the flow direction is outboard and
aft until a point is reached where secondary separation occurs. The wing upper surface boundary
layer separates and rolls up to form a small secondary vortex rotating in the opposite direction
to the main tip vortex. This upper surface secondary vortex is visible in Fig. 5 (Y - 16 ), just
inboard of the tip edge. At about the 60%/ chord point, the dye trace of the core of the secondary

'- vortex appears to be deflected outboard, leaves the surface, and becomes indistinct as it is en-
trained in the general tip vortex system.

The kinks which develop in the main tip vortex core towards the trailing edge appear to be
.P. caused by an interaction with another vortex, of the same sense, which has its origin on the lower

forward part of the tip edge face. This vortex will be referred to as the first tip face vortex.
The variation of its position with incidence is shown in the sequences of photographs in Fig. 6(a)
(side views) and Fig. 6(b) (plan views), and graphically in Fig. 7. It can be seen that the vortex per,

moves upwards as it moves aft along the tip face. As it rises above the level of the wing upper
surface the vortex moves rapidly inboard and begins to interact with the main tip vortex, causing
the kinks in the latter which were discussed above. The interaction of the two vortices is shoksn

-- graphically in Fig. 8. As the first tip face vortex rolls round the main tip vortex, the core of the
former becomes less clearly defined.

The first tip face vortex induces a flow downwards and aft on the tip face, as shown in Fig. 9. ,

This flow separates to form a small secondary vortex rotating in the opposite direction to the
I.: , first tip face vortex. Towards the trailing edge, the secondary vortex leaves the upper edge of the

tip face and is entrained in the general tip vortex flow.
- At higher angles of incidence, another tip face vortex is present. This is of the same sense

as the first tip face vortex and is positioned below it, as shown in the photographs in Fig. 10.
Fig. 10 also shows how the position of the second tip face vortex varies with incidence, and how
it interacts with the first tip face vortex.

Fig. I I(a) shows a cross-section of the flow around the square tip at an incidence of Q2
and at the 50, chord position. Most of the features discussed above can be identified in this
photograph, made using dyes for flow visualisation. :1

_°9j
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Additional cross-flow photographs of the first and second tip face vortices were taken using
- the hydrogen bubble visualisation technique. The results are shown in Fig. I l(b), indicating

how the positions of the two vortices change with downstream distance.
It will be noted in Figs 6(b), 7(b) and I l(b) that for 2 = 16 . the first tip face vortex "'rolls

over" from the tip face on to the tip upper surface at xc ", 0.6. It is at this point that the upper
surface secondary vortex visible in Fig. 5 and discussed above begins to move outboard. This
movemet is probably caused by the presence of the tip face vortex close to the wing upper

"-,'' ."surface.

It is apparent that the flow in the vicinity of a square tip, at least for the Reynolds number
range of the present tests, is quite complicated. The tip vortex system just downstream of the

trailing edge is in fact made up of a combination of the main tip vortex and the two tip face
vortices (all of the same sense), and at least two small secondary vortices of the opposite sense.

3.2 Round Tip b

.' As with the square tip, the most prominent feature of the flow over the round tip is the
main tip vortex which forms above the rear part of the tip upper surface. The point of origin

" 'of the vortex lies on the forward upper surface of the tip, but is less clearly defined than is the
S""case with the square tip. The variation with incidence of the main tip vortex position is shown

- .' in the photographs of Fig. 12(a) and 12(b) and graphically in Fig. 13(a) and 13(b). The trend
of the variation in vortex position with incidence is similar to that for the square tip. However,

-. 9, the vortex core is less well defined by the injected dye, particularly at lower angles of incidence,
and at a =4' it was not possible to estimate the vortex position with sufficient accuracy to
include in Fig. 13.

The kinks in the main tip vortex which develop towards the trailing edge are less pronounced
than is the case with the square tip. This is attributed to the absence of tip face vortices. Beneath
the main tip vortex, the surface flow direction is outboard and aft until separation occurs. The

,. *J separated flow rolls up to form a secondary vortex of opposite sense to the main tip vortex.
The secondary vortex is visible in the photographs in Fig. 12(a), for a = 12' and 16'. Toward.
the trailing edge the secondary vortex leaves the surface and is entrained in the general tip
vortex system.

There is some indication that there is a third vortex outboard of and below the main tip
vortex, and rotating in the same direction. It proved difficult to inject dye into the third vortex .
alone. However, crossflow photographs with dye injected through all available surface tappings

- (Fig. 14) did show the third vortex in addition to the other vortices discussed above.

3.3 Bevelled Tip

This tip, with primary separation occurring at the lateral edge, produces a clearly defined
main tip vortex core. The main tip vortex originates at the tip edge, near the wing leading edge.
The vortex remains close to the tip edge, then gradually rises and moves inboard slightly as the
trailing edge is approached. The position of the vortex and its variation with incidence is shown
in the sequence of photographs in Fig. 15(a) and Fig. 15(b) and graphically in Fig. 16(a) and Pf
Fig. 16(b).

In side view, the main tip vortex lies below the level of the wing upper surface until the 70,,,
chord position for a = 40, or the 40 % chord position for a = 16'.

%, .,As with the other tip shapes, the main tip vortex induces a surface flow beneath it. The
surface flow moves outboard and downstream until separation occurs and a secondary vortex
forms. The secondary vortex leaves the surface towards the trailing edge and enters the trailing
vortex system.

-'. There appears to be another vortex, of the same sense as the main tip vortex, and positioned
outboard of it. Again it proved difficult to inject dye directly into this vortex, but it appears in
the crossflow photograph in Fig. 17.

4 .9
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3.4 Comparison of Vortex Patterns for Different Tip Shapes

The positions of the main tip vortices for the three tip edge shapes are compared in Figs 18
and 19. In general, at a given angle of incidence, the vortex from the bevelled tip is positioned
outboard of the vortex from the rounded tip. Both these %ortices in turn are positioned further
outboard than the vortex from the square tip.

With respect to their displacement from the wing chord plane, the %ortices from the square
and rounded tips follow roughly similar paths. at a given angle of incidence. The tip %ortex
from the bevelled tip, however, lies closer to the wing chord plane o'er the forward part of the
tip, and further away from the wing chord plane over the aft part of the tip than do the %ortices
from the other tips. In addition, the point of origin of the beselled tip vortex lies much further
forward than is the case for the other tip shapes.

The vortex positions for the three tip shapes are compared in another ssaN in Fig. 20. The
variation with incidence of the vortex positions at each of a number of chordwise stations is
shown. The diagrams show that both fairings displace the tip vortex outboard relative to its
position above the square tip. For x!c < 0.6, the bevelled fairing has the greatest effect on the
tip vortex position, displacing it further outboard than does the rounded fairing. Also, for angles
of incidence of 8 or less, the vortex from the bevelled fairing lies closer to the chord plane than
is the case with the other two tips.

For x/c > 0-6 the lateral positions of the bevelled fairing vortex lie quite close to those
for the rounded fairing vortex, but are generally further from the chord plane at any particular
incidence.

It appears that the addition of either the bevelled or rounded fairing to the square tip modifies
the flow round the tip to a considerable extent, and that the effects of each fairing are different.
It is likely that the vortex position changes caused by the fairings will modify the tip pressure
distribution and thus the tip loads and moments. However, an accurate determination of these
effects would require detailed pressure and/or velocity measurements in a wind tunnel. .-

3.5 Effect of Reynolds Number

A small number of photographs were taken at a flow velocity of 0.05 m/s. There appeared
to be no significant difference between the vortex positions at this velocity and those at a velocity
of 0. I m/s. This is to be expected, since any major changes are likely to occur with increasing
rather than decreasing Reynolds number, at the point where some parts of the boundary layer
in the tip region become turbulent and the position of the separation lines is affected. The effects
of Reynolds number are likely to be most significant for the round tip, as the square and faired
tips have salient edges which fix at least the primary separation lines.

3.6 Comparison with Other Results

The downstream development of tip vortices has been studied extensively, 7 but only a
limited number of results of detailed experiments on the formation of a tip vortex oser the wing
itself have been published. These experiments fall into three main categories:

(a) surface pressure measurements,
(b) surface flow visualisation, and

(c) velocity field measurements using hot wire or laser anemometry.

There have also been some flow visualisation studies using smoke and helium bubbles as tracers. ,-
Most of the studies have been concerned with square tips.

Surface flow visualisation near the tip of square-edged wing tips by Spivey,' Spivey and
Moorhouse,t ° and Piziali and Trenka8 show outflow on the rear part of the upper surface near
the tip edge. This outflow is taken as an indication of the presence of a vortex above the wing. -

Spivey' also mentions the possibility of a secondary vortex, of opposite sense, beneath and .-
outboard of the main tip vortex. These interpretations of the surface flow patterns were supported
by measured pressure distributions and generally agree with the vortex patterns observed in
the present tests. However, a suction peak outboard of the main tip vortex which Spivey'

* S 5



attributes to the upper surface secondary vortex possibly could be due to the tip face vortex

or vortices moving inboard over the tip upper surface. As discussed in Para 3.1. the tip face
vortex appears to entrain the upper surface secondary xortex into the general interacting vortex
system.

Reference 12 reports the use of an ammonia diazonium salt surface flo% visualisation
technique to study the flow round a square-edged tip on a model rotor. Ammonia gas was
injected through holes on the upper surface and edge face of the tip. The tip was coated with a

-, diazonium salt solution and the reaction between the ammonia and the surface coating left
dark traces indicating the local flow direction. At an incidence of 10 . the upper surface flow~~~at the tip was observed to be in an inboard direction over the forward part of the tip, and out- ---

board over the rear part of the tip, behaviour similar to that observed in the present tests and
consistent with the presence of a tip vortex over the rear part of the tip. The pattern on the tip
edge face indicated an upward flow over the forward part of the face, downward flo%% over the
middle part of the face, and upward flow over the rear part of the face. These patterns indicate
the presence on the tip face of a vortex of the same sense as the main tip vortex, as observed
in the present water tunnel tests.

Reference 13 gives pressure distributions measured on the upper and lower surfaces of the "
-' square-edged tip of a rotor blade with a NACA 0012 section. The distributions are generally

similar to those of Refs I, 10 and I1. The scope of the tests was extended by adding a rounded
fairing to the square tip. No pressure tappings were placed on the fairing itself, but the pressure
measurements made on the main part of the tip indicate that the addition of the fairing moved
the tip vortex outboard relative to its position on the unfaired tip. A similar outward displace- " "
ment of the vortex was noted in the present tests.

, Ref. II gives the results of hot wire anemometer measurements of the velocity field above a
square-edged tip of NACA 0015 section at an incidence of 12". The results show a typical vortex
velocity profile over the rear part of the tip upper surface. In addition, in measurement planes
at 75% chord and at the trailing edge, another vortex was detected, outboard of the main tip
vortex and rotating in the same direction. In the light of the water tunnel results described here,
this second outboard vortex could be explained as a tip face vortex, beginning to irteract with
the main tip vortex.

Francis and Kennedy9 used hot wire anemometry to measure the velocity field round a "
NACA 64009 section wing with a square tip, at an angle of incidence of 4'. The projection of
streamlines in the crossflow plane at 60% chord indicate the presence of a vortex above the tip

J upper surface, and a second vortex, of the same sense, on the tip edge face.
In an attempt to make quantitative comparisons of vortex trajectories between published

wind tunnel results and the results of the water tunnel tests described here, two points should be
borne in mind. Firstly, the Reynolds number of the water tunnel tests is generally at least one
order of magnitude less than that of typical wind tunnel or rotor tower tests. All the boundary
layers are laminar, with consequent effects on the position of separation lines (except where
these are fixed at salient edges.) Secondly, the water tunnel model is large relative to the working
section, and wall constraint effects will be considerable. No attempt has been made to accurately

.,, assess these effects, but a rough estimate indicates that the effective angle of incidence of the
model could be I-I. 5' greater than the geometric incidence, at a geometric incidence of 12 .

With these considerations in mind, the position of the main tip vortex above a square tip
as determined from the water tunnel tests, is compared in Fig. 21 with the positions of upper
surface pressure minima from Refs I I and 13. The agreement is reasonably good, with the wind
tunnel results falling between the water tunnel results for = 8 and 12, at least back to
the 80% chord point. Beyond that point, the trace of the main tip vortex is deflected as it begins
to interact with the tip face vortices. The surface pressure distributions would not show the
details of such interactions, but would indicate the pressure field due to the merged vortices.

No comparison between the water tunnel results and the pressure measurements for a round
tip in Ref. 13 can be made, as the available pressure distributions are not sufficiently detailed to
allow the determination of the position of pressure minima.

To the knowledge of the present writer, the tip shape referred to in this Note as the bevelled
tip, has been the subject of only one previous series of experiments., in which such a tip was
flight tested on the upper wing of a biplane. Chordwise pressure distributions on the Clark Y
section wing were measured at a number of spanwise stations. The results indicated that "the

6.O



principle effect of the faired [bevelled] end on the square tip '%as to reduce greatl% the load near
the extreme tip at high values of wing C-N." There %%as also a slight decrease i no se-dokn
pitching moment at low values of C;. The chord%%ise pressure measuring ,tation closest to the
square tip was at vc 0.97 (using the co-ordinate s.em of this Notc,, and thus details of the

tip loading outboard of this station were not obtained. The effect of adding a fairing to the Square
tip would be to shift the tip vortex outboard, resulting in a reduced loading at the measuring
station. However, the loading further outboard could be increased and would not ha~e been
recorded in the results on which the conclusions quoted aboxe are based. The present %ater
tunnel tests have indicated that the addition of a bevelled fairing does modif% considerablx tihe
flow round a square tip, and so could affect the tip loading, but the determination of anm such
effects would require detailed measurements of pressure and xelocit) in the tip region.

4. CONCLUSIONS

This water tunnel study has shown that the structure of the tip vortex system in the immediate
vicinity of a wing tip or rotor blade tip is significantly affected by the shape of the lateral edge
of the tip. Of the three edge shapes tested-square tip, square tip with rounded fairing, and
square tip with bevelled fairing-the square tip had the most complicated flow pattern, w ith
several vortices forming on the tip edge face as well as above the tip. The addition of a rounded
or bevelled fairing resulted in a simpler vortex system, displaced outboard relative to the square
tip vortex system. In comparison with the square and rounded tips, the point of origin of the
main tip vortex from the bevelled tip occurred further forward on the wing, and the distance
of the vortex above the wing chord plane varied more rapidly with chordwise distance.

For the square tip, there is reasonable correlation between the flow features obser'ed in
the water tunnel and those described in the literature on the results of wind tunnel and whirl
tower tests. The water tunnel tests, in most cases, provide confirmation or explanation of flow
features inferred from pressure distributions, surface flow visualisation or hot wire anemometry
in the wind tunnel and whirl tower tests. The quantitative agreement on measured vortex posi-
tions is also reasonably good, considering the wide variations in Reynolds number and other
test conditions.

No detailed comparisons for rounded or bevelled tips were possible due to the lack of pub-
lished test results. It is possible that the tip loading characteristics reported in flight tests of
a bevelled tip could be explained by the changes to the structure of the tip vortex caused by this
tip shape, but verification of this would require the measurement of detailed tip pressure dis-
tributions in a wind tunnel.
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